Special iNSIDEoUT thanks to...
Amanda Sissine for making banquet awards. Corrin Donahue for
providing cheesecakes and scones and so much more! Sponsors of the
2008 issue of Backwords - Accent Hardwood Flooring, PFLAG Triangle,
and Planned Parenthood of Central North Carolina. Sponsors of the
Queer Prom - Calvary United Methodist Church and PFLAG Triangle. Icebreaker leaders - Jennifer, Charlie, Daniel and Kat. The prom
committee – Jennifer, Charlie, Alex, Vinny and GunnAr. Prom
chaperones – Riki, Leslie, Felicia, David, Amy, Corrin, and Emma. The
prom DJ – L in Japanese. Third Place Coffee for hosting the Speakout.
Q-Notes for covering prom and Lobby Day. Bull City Headquarters for
hosting the Halloween Bash. Backwords 2008 contributers – Ashleigh,
Jennifer, Siobhan, Nick, Karin, Haley, Paige, Brittany, Thad, Aye, Jake,
Charlie and Robert. Lobbyists Ben, Rachel, Felicia and Corrin. And the
iNSIDEoUT Teacher’s Network!

iNSIDEoUT also wishes to thank all of those who have made
iNSIDEoUT
possible
through
generous
financial
contributions. We love our sponsors!
iNSIDEoUT would not be possible without the hard work of
dozens of talented teenagers leading Gay-Straight Alliances
throughout the Triangle.
iNSIDEoUT 2007-2008 Board and Advisor:

:

Youth Board: Siobhan Burke-Siegemund, Ashleigh Pippin, Brittany
McVeigh, Karin Rolle, and Bryt Lambert.
Adult Advisor: Amy Glaser.

www.iNSIDEoUT180.org
Contact: iNSIDEoUT180@gmail.com

Third Annual Banquet and Gaiety
June 7, 2008

iNSIDEoUT Organization Awards:

:

calvary united methodist church: for providing space for iNSIDEoUT events, and

iNSIDEoUT GSA Awards:

:

queer coalition: for organizing the closet project, a collective queer art project.

spectacular shindig: to the chapel hill high gsa for participating in the teen
voices workshop of ppcnc, and planning a spectacular dance party.
[presenter: vanessa]

josh wynne and equality north carolina: for working to pass the school

extraordinary educators: to durham school of the arts gsa for planning an
extraordinary diversity training for sixth graders. [presenter: brittany]

cheering us on for years! [presenter: ashleigh]

[presenter: amy]

violence prevention act, and helping iNSIDEoUT lobby! [presenter: corrin]

terrific turn-out: to the middle creek gsa for having increased attendance
since last year. [presenter: amy]

pflag triangle: for generously sponsoring backwords, the iNSIDEoUT zine, and queer
prom on their own initiative. [presenter: siobhan]

planned parenthood of central nc: for the teen voices workshop, providing

the big bang award: to the southern durham high and sanderson high gsa’s
for getting started after years of opposition, and for making a lot of noise
by getting dozens and dozens of students involved right off the bat!
[presenter: josh]

accurate information about sexual health, including queer issues, to young people.
[presenter: brittany]

the unity conference: for planning an outstanding conference and for inviting
iNSIDEoUT to run a workshop there. [presenter: brittany]

:

iNSIDEoUT People Awards:

:

building bridges award: to spectrum, the nc school of science and math
gsa, for educating their school during ally week. [presenter: ashleigh]

leader o' the lobby: to Felicia Kornbluh for help organizing lobby day. [presenter:

planequeers!: to the leesville road gsa for their lake clean-up project at
falls lake. [presenter: corrin]

fabulous fundraising: to Riki Friedman for helping with fundraising. [presenter:

working wonders: to the gsa at carrboro high for having equality nc come
speak to them. [presenter: brittany]

brittany]

brittany]

the 180 award: to Mr. Teal, the principal at southern high, for beginning to
understand the value of having a gsa at his school. [presenter: felicia]

just amazine: to Robert Wells for moral support, help with the zine, helping mail
banquet invitations, organizing unity and perfectly good intentions to attend lobby day.
[presenter: siobhan and ashleigh]

queerly excellent: to Joanna Carmel for bringing herself, a piñata and various queer

queerly forward: to Lela Dixon and the east chapel hill qsa for changing
their name to “queer-straight alliance” and for organizing an outstanding
teacher training for 50 teachers. [presenter: joanna]
superb seminar: to the cary academy gsa for organizing a superb tolerance
conference. [presenter: siobhan]

paraphernalia to the board retreat. [presenter: siobhan and ashleigh]

awesome attendance, intense initiative, and generalized fabulousness: to
Alex Mitchell for being the awesomest kid freakin’ ever. [presenter: siobhan and
ashleigh]

outstanding outreach: to Shannon Rogers for her help with the board and the
halloween dance. [presenter: amy]

The SUPER EXTRA FABULOUS AWARD!! to Corrin Donahue, for being the best GSA
advisor ever, raising tons of money, standing up to difficult administrators and faculty,
and teaching silently during the day of silence, mobilizing the support of sixty protolerance students and other faculty. [presenter: southern gsa]

tacit teaching: to Corrin Donahue and Anne Knueven for teaching silently on the Day
of Silence, and mobilizing the support of 60 pro-tolerance students. [presenter: Ashleigh]

iNSIDEoUT iNSIDEoUT Awards:

:

iNSIDEoUT advisor: a sneaky award to Amy Glaser for all her help.
[presenter: youth board]
2007-2008 youth board: for pulling off the most incredible year for queer
youth organizing in the history of the triangle! [presenter: amy]
senior board members: for getting iNSIDEoUT up and running, and their
outstanding leadership and commitment over the last 2-4 years! [presenter:
amy]

